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Enhancing livelihood of Rural Farmers in Nepal

“I could install solar
water pump because
of easy credit facility
from Sahara Nepal.”
- Ms. Pratima Bajagain
Solar Photovoltaic Water Pumping Systems are technically

Furthermore, the project is working with private

proven and are cheaper in long run as compared to using diesel
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solar pumping systems accessible to farmers, instruments are
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needed to improve access to credit and to make realize the

ble financial scheme.

economic benefits that can be accrue over the time to farmers.
RERL has provisioned incentive up to 30% of
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the system cost to 100 earlier adopters to in-
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spire them to take loan to install PVWP sys-
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tems for the purpose of irrigation. In this regard,
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installation, she has started commercial vegetable
farming planting tomatoes, green chilies and other
seasonal vegetable in 4 Katha (1352 sq. m) of land.
Similarly, 18 solar pumps have been installed
through credit financing till February 2017 and installation is in growing trend. In 2017, total 140 systems
are in pipeline to be installed through credit financing.
“Within a month of collaboration, we have been able
credit financing. The financing modality has been

to install 10 solar pumps in Dudhe of Jhapa” smiles

designed to better suit the smallholders farmers

Kopila Bajgain, Branch Manager of Saino Sahara.

as the credit financing is crucial for upscaling the

Saino Sahara unlocked the finance modality to its

technology in Nepal increasing irrigation oppor-

members only. Moreover, the farmers find this lucra-

tunity of smallholders.

tive enough to obtain membership and install the system. Hence, this has been supporting to increase

“We have developed a loan product for solar wa-

membership of FIs.

ter pumping and the technology is enhancing
economic status of our members”, says Mahen-

The project has been successful in establishing scal-

dra Giri, CEO of Sahara Nepal. He further shared

able and sustainable financial models for promoting

that Sahara Nepal is targeting to promote 100

solar pumps among smallholder farmers. BFIs are

solar water pumping systems in 2017. Due to reli-

playing a crucial role in providing access to credit to

able irrigation facilities with suitable financing

embrace the solar pumping system and improve

model and appropriate technology, the subsist-

farming efficiency which has been stimulating socio-

ence farmers are shifting towards commercial

economic development in agriculture sector helping

vegetable farming. Furthermore, Sahara Nepal

the smallholder farmers to fight against poverty.

has been developing capacities of its members in
commercial vegetable and livestock farming. Solar pumping is fostering commercial vegetable
and livestock farming increasing the income of
their members and thereby increasing saving.
“I could install solar water pump because of easy
credit facility from Sahara Nepal.” says Ms. Pratima Bajgain of Shivastasi, Jhapa. After the system
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